






T h e  U C  R e v i e w : 

Unfamiliar



The University College Literary Review
is the biannual literary journal of University College at the University of Toronto.

This edition of The UC Review has been divided into two sections: one familiar, one 

unfamiliar. We want to give you a shock to your system. Read from here, or flip the 

book and start from the end. Like any good journal, how you read it is up to you. 

It was printed in December 2018 at Coach House Press on

bpNichol Lane, Toronto.
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(In)visible/ Chelsea

A m a n j o t  U b h i
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I’m not me when I’m hungry,
I’m not me when I’m sad,
I’m not me when I’m grumpy,
I’m not me when I’m mad,
I’m not me when I’m sulky,
I think I’ve been had
‘Cause I’m sure I’m not me when my mood’s getting bad.

I’m not me when I drink,
I’m not me when I glare,
I’m not me when I lie,
I’m not me when I swear,
I’m not me when I pout,
My me’s might have to share
‘Cause I simply can’t find this “real me” anywhere.

Snickers

E m m a  H a s t i e
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When the world is indigo
Sirens fade into a ramshackle lullaby
I’ll cradle you, daddy long legs
Folding you to me like a crepe crane
Rocking you to sleep with paper-cut kisses

Let’s float like bathers in the Dead Sea
Skimming the water like cream from milk
Salt on our tongues, rock candy
Let’s succumb to the tide of bedsheets,
The familiar scent of slumber,
A chemical rag held close to our Owl and Pussycat faces

Posed like the Pietà, bodies tucked in
And out of the shape of prayer
Kneaded and braided by a day’s work
Chests rising and falling in a familiar refrain

Sleep

S a n a  M o h ta d i
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She’s been working on it for weeks and she made it so it 
would fit her. So she could bypass the standard dressing 
room wrestle. So she didn’t have to look at herself under 
harsh fluorescent lights and find all the bits of herself that 
the generic garment disagreed with. And when she tried it 
on for the first time, I reacted in the same way  I do in those
dressing rooms. I’m never dishonest with her, yet I don’t re-
ally choose to be honest with her either. I don’t tell her that 
something looks good when it doesn’t because I know that
even if I tried, she’d see right through me. She made me 
choose the fabric. I picked a light cotton with a denim 
wash and a daisy print. She made me choose the buttons. 
I chose white ones, to match the accent of the flowers in 
the fabric. She chose the pattern. It’s the style that  1940s 
housewives wore: Hugging  the smallest part of the waist 
and flaring out into a full skirt. It’s sleeveless with a collar. 
She made sure it fit her.

Mom’s New Dress

E r i k a  D i c k i n s o n
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When she shows it to me, she wants me to be proud of her, 
and I want her to be proud of herself. But she doesn’t want 
to hold pride in herself. She makes me hold it instead. She 
lets me know her pride is precious cargo that I have to be 
careful not to damage. I try to find the flaws I think she sees 
before she sees them.
“Do you think it’s a weird length?” she says. I didn’t pick up 
on that one. She has a keen eye.
“No. The hem hits you just above the knee.”
“Well not really,” she hikes the skirt up a bit. “If it were 
above the knee, it’d hit me here.”
“You’re not standing up straight though. If you did, it’d be 
above the knee.”
“I don’t know. It’s not above the knee. It’s not below the 
knee. It hits me mid- knee. It’s a weird length.”
She scrutinizes the hem for a few seconds and then walks 
around the corner to the full-length mirror in the hallway.
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“Huh. I guess you’re right. When I stand up straight, it hits 
me right above the knee.”
“It would look really good with a belt,” I offer.
She runs her hands across her waist, examining how it fits 
her there. She says nothing.
“I really like it. You did an amazing job. It fits you perfect-
ly.”
I try to sound sincere because I’m being sincere, but I’m 
afraid she might think I’m putting on a false tone.
“Yea, it’s alright. I really like the fabric you picked out,” she 
says.
“How about you try it with a hat?”
She scoffs, “You know I don’t look good in hats. My head 
is too small.”
I open up the closet and bring down her wide brimmed 
gardening hat she uses to keep the sun off her shoulders.
“Put this on.”
She puts the hat on and looks at herself in the mirror. It casts 
a shadow over her bare shoulders, shielding her face. She 
stuffs her hands into the pockets of the dress and leans
to one side. 
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The dress moves with her, keeping a hold on her waist 
while the skirt swishes around her legs. The denim wash 
has a relaxed look without making her blend in with her 
surroundings. She looks good. And she made it herself. She 
made it to fit her perfectly and she succeeded.

“Wow. It’s perfect. I love it and you look amazing. With 
the hat, you look like you’re about to strut down the French 
Riviera.”
I coat my honesty in enthusiasm and pray that she’ll buy it.
She rolls her eyes.
“Ok now you’re laying it on a little thick,” she gives herself 
one last look in the mirror before she turns to face me.
“But I’m glad you like it,” she says. Her brow softens and 
she smiles at me.
“I’m just really glad you like it.”
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Home 家
 Window 玻璃门

T i n a  Y e

I left my home, Hangzhou (杭州), when I was 10 years old. 
Memories of my home have become a hazy fog, obscured 
by a sense of displacement and hyphenation. This year, 
I returned to Hangzhou. Surrounded by family, nostalgia 
called out to me from stationary objects, places, lights. 
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Home 家
 Grandma’s Kitchen 外婆家的厨房

T i n a  Y e

This series of black and white photography was 
taken in my hometown. Everything was the same, 
everything was different. Both familiar and unfamiliar. 
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biv·ou·ac
/ˈbivo͞oˌak/
noun
a temporary camp without tents or cover.

The sweetness
Of burnt sugar

Smoke
In the night sky

And the colour of the sun
Rising
In her eyes

Bivouac

M a r i n a  S o t i r a k o s
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the bugs were bigger
in north carolina dad at his worst
launched at the police enraged
even meaner in the states
max and mimi, american cousins
pinched them by their wings, pressed ‘em
flat against their palms a display
a house with an indoor balcony and a white carpet
they knew they wouldn’t wreck it
in the backyard parentless my brother backflipped
playing popcorn on the blue trampoline
with our out of nowhere cousins stretched thin
I tried hard not to knee myself in the face
avoid the dinged-up eye I was always
dinging up my eye on different trampolines

Speeding Ticket

T r i n i t y  S y n a r d
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the shattered green pop
whisk me up
soft body feel shame when
the thick mall
the tea stained soles
begin to cry my new face
a soft plum
her thumbnail pierces
pureed and the smell of rot
i never knew it before

T r i n i t y  S y n a r d

Carousel
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Doorway

B r i e  A u g u s t i n e
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The station is crowded, so I remind my friends to stick 
together. I have taken the train to Toronto with three of my 
friends to see a rock band from England. Legs numb from 
the long train ride, we wade as though through water from 
Exhibition Station into a dream-world of young people and 
food trucks, lit doubly by the glare of the late July sunset 
reflected off the lake. We are blinded a little when we lean 
out over a railing facing the water.

I look down at the waves, which have been building all 
day from back home in Hamilton on a southwesterly wind. 
The four of us took physics last year and could draw these 
waves on sine graphs, modelling the motion of particles 
oscillating up and down or back and forth. We might be 
swaying ourselves, dizzy with anticipation. The thought of  
being in the presence of a famous person is daunting, even 
if they are only famous for their singing voice or the way 
their body looks.

On the hazy opposite shoreline, I try to place Niagara-On-
The-Lake. This is where my mother grew up on a fruit farm, 
spending her winters at Catholic school and her summers 
packing peaches. 

Waves

N i c o l a  L aw f o r d
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She finished high school early, moved to Hamilton, and 
became a mechanical engineer at a university. She left her 
job when she had me. Her years have since been spent 
making me meals, reading me books, and telling me I 
am beautiful. She gave me her love for science and rock 
music, and her astigmatism of the eye, I suppose, among 
other things. As a teenager, she was never allowed to go 
to Toronto to see famous people, even though the CN tow-
er was visible from the orchard just across the lake.

After seeing an opening act we don’t know, my friends 
and I wander to the merchandise table. As I decide 
whether or not to buy a t-shirt I am trying on—it is cut off 
high at the hem—I scan for reflective surfaces. The mirrored 
convex lenses of the sunglasses disperse light waves and 
make my cheeks balloon out, swelling and undulating 
like the surface of the lake. As a rule, I try not to think too 
much about bodies. Bodies are all different. Bodies come 
with different features, in different shapes and colours, and 
they come from different places, and they wear different 
clothes, and that is alright with me, but it doesn’t always 
seem like it is alright with everyone. I change out of the 
t-shirt, and the four of us walk to the cashier.
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We sit down in our seats, only to jump out of them shortly 
afterward. The lead singer enters the stage in a flash of 
electric blue, holding a light-up guitar and wearing match-
ing fluorescent shoes for the first set. A crashing clamour 
of applause echoes off of the ceiling, but his voice flows 
through, clear like water. His presence is god-like; under 
the spotlight, his face glows in the dark.

When my mother gives me advice, she never says that she 
owes everything to hard work, toughness, or putting herself 
before others. 
“Be nice to everyone, always,” she says, “no matter who 
they are or what they look like. That will get you places.” 

Where would my mother be now if not for me? Perhaps she 
would be standing on a stage, in a space so vast you could 
hear an echo, sending messages in waves at the speed of 
sound. Perhaps thousands would flock from across Canada 
to see her in person, to have the very spotlights illuminating 
her face reflecting off of their own skin. What does it mean 
to change the world? Has she done it? Will I?
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Desiderata / 10.28

B r e n d a  G o m e s
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It’s the first time I’ve seen my mother cry.
22 years of my life went by
Without ever seeing the tears squeeze
Past my mother’s eyes.
I could only watch,
Helplessly,
As the 妈妈 I knew with the eternal smile
Wept silent tears, face half hidden out of frame.
I reach inconsequentially towards her,
Fingers stopping short of the cold screen of my phone.
There was no warmth in her tears,
Only the hard reckoning of the frailty of life.
“Your grandmother said to me yesterday—
That she felt lonely.
Insignificant.”
I felt the sour squeeze of my heart, the blood and air sud-
denly forced out of me.
Family is all we have
Yet we forget, we forgo, we forfeit.
Indulged by the frivolous distractions
Of life.

Mother 

T i n a  Y e
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I saw the stark realization of regret
In my mother’s tears.
To take for granted what is most precious to us,
To regret, seconds too late, that we were not
The saints we claim to be.
Instead, left in this empty sea
Of tears we should have shed
Out of warmth, love, courage.
“Another 15 more years—”
pauses, staggers, admitting a truth
So bitter on her tongue.
Idealism wrapped in idle hope
Even after the words escaping her lips
The reverb echo in falsity.
To love is to suffer,
We make martyrs of ourselves

To salvage something that
Cannot be bent in this lifetime.
Yet we hang on
To the naive, believing nature of our
humanity.
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Places are the greatest thieves
and givers.
How two weeks ago I would stick
to my mother like a newborn,
the same innocent temper,
at home, on the couch
like she was the only one
who knew of my existence.

It was the suburb quietude,
the full platters on the wood table,
spicy and warm and refreshing
and all for me.
I would have done anything—
and it would have been easy
because you could always see
the sun set.

Places

G r a c e  M a
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And now, being here,
between glass buildings,
standing on sloped ground,
eating from a plastic fork,
watching every person you can imagine,
the heat, noise, smoke, gutters,
giving away a yearning aversion

is a feeling all so impossible,
like an alien’s message.

Neither good nor bad,
I think of my mother sighing
to me, tonight on the phone:
neither good nor bad.
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Exhibition 2

L e y l a  z a h r av i
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The runners will run the empty streets
tomorrow morning before morning,
when frost is unseen and fog unseen
and the wind cut over and over.

Nearby a body of aprons will convene
in a kitchen playing yesterday’s jazz,
and dust flour on warm elastic dough
to knead for love and money.

The runners will run by the bakery
with its dim windows and faint scent
and then run by twenty-three others
with the same windows and perfume.

This innate forgetfulness,
I envy more than anything else,
just like how you will miss the runners
because you always rise after.

Marathon Sunday

G r a c e  M a







A note from 
the Editor in Chief
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To our dear UC Review community,
 
Confused?  Disoriented?
 
Welcome to unfamiliar, the Winter 2019 edition of The UC Review.
 
By now, at least you’ve figured out where to start. If I’m being honest, it took me some 
time to figure it out, too. When I took on the role as Editor in Chief, I was stepping into 
the well-worn shoes of people I am grateful to call friends and colleagues. I have been 
involved with this publication since first year, and felt I was prepared to take on this 
role in my final year of university.
 
Little did I know how little I knew. What I thought would be familiar territory turned into 
a maze of deadlines, communications, finances, hiring, editing and designing. Within 
every aspect of this journal there was a whole unfamiliar world of detail waiting to be 
discovered. I am very grateful to my team of dedicated editors, whose enthusiasm and 
remarkable dedication to the production of this journal made every part of the work a 
pleasure.
 
This term’s theme unfamiliar is, ironically, something all U of T students can relate to. 
There are so many “firsts” we experience in university: the first day of classes, the first 
exam, the first failed exam... Pretty soon, however, we become accustomed to all of the 
newness, and everything, once again, settles into familiar territory.
 
This journal is both familiar and unfamiliar. After its revival in 2015, The Review has 
been remaking a name for itself. It has now rightfully settled in its place among the oth-
er established publications at U of T, and has officially been renewed as an essential 
text in the University College canon. I am honoured to be a part of what I hope will be 
a long and successful future for a literary journal that means the world to me.
 
I am thrilled to present this journal to you, dear readers. I hope it sparks questions 
and inspires an outpouring of creative expression. In familiarizing ourselves with its 
contents, may it lead to a more intimate understanding of each one of us.

– Adina
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(Dis)connected/ Chelsea

A m a n j o t  U b h i
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My aunt was having a baby,
Mom told us to get in the car.
We walked around the hospital,
looking for her room. I passed
an open door, peered inside—
saw several people crying.
A lady in black gasped for air.
The nurses were calm—wheeled it
out. Covered in a yellow sheet.
I told my parents and brother
that we must be in the wrong place.

Glimpse

A n t o n i a  Fa c c i p o n t e
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like plato said
contorted alongside the saxophonist
team and bend to let him know
his ability he’s ian’s gold teeth
breaking light and gesturing free
before the angelic mechanical orchestra
pray I never forget again what Dev
Ian Eva told me and the city of toronto
how the firmament isn’t beyond the body
really it can be anywhere at all,
heavens all and sainthood and freedom
and to never be shy corkscrew our wrists
kicking against the beer slick floors
to the electronica a red inner flesh
humans ecstatic baring our necks
we are not souls cursed
to a prison-house

The body is not a prison-house

T r i n i t y  S y n a r d
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Faceless

B r i e  A u g u s t i n e
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We waited on the shore for the captain; we could not leave
without him; but the daylight softened, our legs ached, 
we could not keep formation, and so finally we sat on the 
sand. Some of us slept on duffel bags. Some of us made 
castles, and others dug holes, and some of us found shells 
to take with us on our voyage. We waited, and watched 
the boat go up and down, and listened to the gluck-slap 
sound it made with the waves. Even the bishops, who were 
to bless our voyage and our souls, had already come 
down from the chapel on the ridge overlooking the sea. 
Where was the captain?

Soon I was the only one still sitting (even the bishops took
off their shoes, pulled up their skirts, and went in the water),  
so I decided to go looking. A person without anything to 
do can only be alone for so long, especially at night. Be-
hind us, bordering the other side of the beach, was a dark 
forest. I walked along the tree line, trying to find a way in, 
but the foliage was so thick and the space between trees 
so dark that I walked and walked, and felt so sorry for the 
captain. Surely he was in there; surely he’d gotten lost on 
his way to shore and was afraid.

The Voyage

C o n n o r  B e n n e t t
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I called his name, and kept walking, faster now, and just 
when I reached a footpath, an entrance into the woods, I 
heard a voice from somewhere inside saying, “The moon 
had a dream, and in it we were happy.” Surely this was 
the captain! I ducked beneath branches and stepped over 
stones; mosquitos buzzed in a nimbus around my head, 
and the darkness thickened until I could not see. I called 
for the captain again, and panicked, and knew I was lost. 
I could not see, and I turned, and held out my hands, but 
every direction was the same, every step a mistake, bring-
ing me farther into the woods. But then the voice came 
again, louder now, closer, saying, “Behold the movement 
of the sky,” and I did, for suddenly there were stars and 
light, and I watched Orion bow to Andromeda, and it 
was good. I had arrived at a clearing, and in it a circle of 
several small campfires. At the centre of this circle was a 
hermit whose congregation consisted of a grasshopper, a 
white-speckled doe, and two chickadees, but no captain. 
With eyes shut and hands raised to the heavens, the hermit 
said, “And nobody ever died, and hearts never broke. 
Everybody was happy. No one was alone, and no one
felt alone. 
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But then the moon was eclipsed by the earth, and the 
moon felt a chill—it shivered and woke—and we fell. And 
so mothers grew children, and they wept for their children, 
and children for their mothers, and in this way they joined 
the water cycle, and they grew clouds in the garden of the 
sky…”

Stars burned deeper into the sky and campfires warmed 
the trees. I thought maybe the captain had come back and 
was waiting for me on the shore, but when I returned there 
were only the bishops splashing each other and having 
fun. I was ready to set out. I was tired of this place. I had 
packed my bag, considered every item, every shirt, pant, 
and sock; I had considered all of my thoughts and decided 
which to keep, and considered all of my feelings and done 
the same. But this delay was no help to me; the discard-
ed thoughts and feelings might catch up with me at any 
moment, might ask me to bring them on the voyage, or just 
sneak into my duffel bag. Where was the captain? Apart 
from those asleep on the shore, I could not spot any of the 
other sailors. Gluck-slap, the boat said.
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I walked in the night and found almost nothing of interest.
Bushes leaned in the wind and sand stuck to my boots. 
The moon made everything blue. I had been walking for 
a long time and thinking of ways to describe the stars 
when someone rushed past me in the opposite direction; 
I stopped and watched, but it was only another sailor 
running late. I kept walking. I thought I should think like a 
captain who is about to lead a voyage, and just as I did, 
the path I had been following arrived at an open gate; it 
was the gate that led up the ridge to the chapel; the bish-
ops must have accidentally left it unlocked. I went to shut 
it, fearing the cattle would get lost, when I thought: maybe 
the captain stopped in to pray!

Like a memory burning deep in a mind, the chapel was
illuminated against the night, a shining hillside house with
darkness all around it, harboring warmth. The doors were 
unlocked and candles glowed in the windows, but there 
was no one inside. Two small cottages stood on both 
sides of the chapel, each with gardens growing lilies and 
wildflowers.
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Mailboxes were planted nearby. Neither bishop had any 
mail. The lawns wet my boots for crossing them; the moon 
suggested I look from atop the ridge to see if I could see 
the captain. (How would we ever find our way without 
him?) From the top of the ridge I saw the beach and the 
woods, and sensed the waves moving in the dark, but 
it was no use, I could not see him. All of this was visible 
under a sky spotted with gold, as if the divine were shining 
to us through the moth-eaten cloth of night. For so long 
these stars had been separated, lingering on other sides of 
the sun, but here they were, a celestial procession, finally 
together in one sky. I wish I could have been up there with 
them.

Soon the air filled with mists that quickly thickened into 
clouds. Snowflakes moved from them as if lowered on fish-
ing lines, millions of them turning a soft static in the night. 
While I was catching them I heard a sound from some-
where below that pulled on all my muscles; I was sure I’d 
heard a call, and I listened, but in this storm I could hardly 
hear a thing—though what else could it have been?
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The captain must have come back! Everyone was leaving 
without me! I started to run, certain I would be left alone 
forever (the bishops, I knew, would never take me in). 
What had I been doing up here, surrounded by snow? 
Why couldn’t I have just waited on the shore? I ran, and 
tumbled down the hill and hurt my elbow, but I kept run-
ning and running…

...But the captain hasn’t come. We sit on the beach, the 
same sleeping sailors, the same bishops humming hymns 
to stay warm, and the boat, moving up and down, an-
chored but eager to deliver us to new shores. Snow is laid 
over everything. Our breath collects in the sky, forming 
new clouds out of which it will continue to snow. It is so 
cold.Surely if the captain does not come soon the water 
will freeze. Surely we will be stranded. Every now and 
then the bishops look to me expectantly. They want to go 
home. But we will wait, and when the captain comes we 
will stand and salute, and not bring up how late he is.
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Decades later and I still feel that tug
Deep in my gut, pulling me backwards
Begging me to relapse into nostalgia
And like a fool, I listen.

My muscle memory follows the sunset
White sneakers turn pink in the fading light
I pull rocks and leaves out of my pockets
Looking for a key that does not exist

I unlatch the garden gate and walk through
Smile at chalk drawings that litter the brick
Open the back door with the broken lock
And gently step into the kitchen

my old bedroom is 
a barren office

S h e l l e y  R a fa i l o v
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But my home is not the same anymore
The cracked kitchen tiles have been replaced
A new coat of paint has taken the years off
And I smell sawdust instead of dinner

I scream for my mother who is not upstairs
Because there are strangers in our living room
And grandma isn’t across the yard anymore
To hear me yelling through the screen door

An acrid taste sits on my tongue as I run
A fever to flush me out of a place I don’t belong
I cry that these walls were mine first
But these people still call me an intruder.
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Home 家
 Car’s Rear View Mirror 后视镜

T i n a  Y e

This series of black and white photography was 
taken in my hometown. Everything was the same, 
everything was different. Both familiar and unfamiliar. 
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Home 家
 Staircase 楼梯

T i n a  Y e

I left my home, Hangzhou (杭州), when I was 10 years 
old. Memories of my home have become a hazy fog, 
obscured by a sense of displacement and hyphena-
tion. This year, I returned to Hangzhou. Surrounded 
by family, nostalgia called out to me from stationary 
objects, places, lights. 
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how do i explain
that our altruistic drive
was fuel to answer
the call of the void?

i humor the thought
of visiting alien races
struggling to understand
how homo sapiens
will willingly plunge
into the unknown
with thundering hearts
and wills pre-written

S h e l l e y  R a fa i l o v

Excelsior
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i.

He dove into the monstrous wave only moments before it 
cracked onto shore. I observed from afar, the frothy final 
moments of each swell ate my feet. Ten seconds passed 
and he popped back out of the sea, readying himself 
again to attack the water. I wondered what he saw while 
he was holding his breath. I wanted to slide under the 
violence too but my mother told me not to and I promised 
I wouldn’t. My cold bare feet slapped against the sand-
mud as I ran toward the sea to get a closer look. I really 
didn’t mean to dive. But then the perfect wave formed and 
I sprang into it. For a moment I thought I’d succeeded, just 
like him. But then I started spinning. My foot caught rock 
and sliced open from toe to heel. I was swallowing salty 
water. Ten seconds became twenty. Then the panic ceased. 
I felt a cold burn run across my skin and the chaos grinded 
shut. When I started to move again my limbs were stiff. The 
sand-mud was gone and my steaming body collapsed 
onto hard ice. I craned upwards. Through the sun’s fierce 
glare I saw white tusks and matted woolen fur heaving 
breath toward me.

Rare Steak

M i k a e l a  T o o n e
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ii.

The chowder sucked. It didn’t taste like anything. Each 
time my family visited home we celebrated with a meal at 
the same ocean-view diner. My dad always ordered rare 
steak. He offered me a piece and I took it reluctantly. It 
turned out it wasn’t just the chowder – the steak tasted like 
melted plastic and was equally difficult to chew. So I got 
it over with and quickly swallowed Satan’s recipe. Then I 
started gurgling. My dad got confused as I stood up and
pointed to my dying throat. Someone was pushing hard 
into my abdomen. The eighth thrust, ninth, nothing. What 
a shitty steak. On the tenth my ribs cracked. Then I felt my 
bones melt into powder, followed by my teeth and skin. My 
insides dried up, too. All of my tension and fear turned to 
dust as well. My star stuff blew over into the chowder and 
probably made it taste much better.
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iii.

The swine flu was beginning to exit my body through snot 
and sweat. My family left me in the house to secrete – they 
were trying to avoid a similar fate on our visit home. The 
beach was metres away but I hadn’t seen it yet. Today, my 
feverish body had a burst of blue-red advil-tylenol energy. 
I walked confidently down the sandy steps my Grandfather 
built towards the beach. I brushed sand flies off of my legs 
and touched the salty froth. I got closer to the edge where 
the stink of seagulls was enough to smack me back into my 
flu-ish state. Then the horizon started dotting – I wouldn’t 
make it back. I stumbled towards the steps so that my body 
wouldn’t be taken by the tide. I crawled onto a landing 
where garden snakes lurked, and just before my face struck 
the sandy wood, a stab of pain hit my shoulder blade. 
Then another. Sharp little needles all over my back and the 
stench of seagulls burning down my nose, eyes, and throat. 
I began to rise with them. Down on my beach I saw a gan-
gly girl collapsed in the hard sun. It didn’t matter. I flew up 
past the seagulls who warned me to stop. I got higher and 
higher. I could see the curve of my Earth. Higher and high-
er still. I could see the edge of the sky. And then I felt the 
heat and saw my feathers falling below me. I was melting 
and plunging. I smacked against the water. I was cold and 
choking. My fever broke.
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(Un)certain/ Clement

A m a n j o t  U b h i
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It all happens before, and
even after— that moment on the subway,
breaking through sunlight and silence, a deep rumbling
that arranges and rearranges all
the truths you knew, and even the ones you looked away 
from.

There is so much conflict
without a graspable form, like
a god without an idol.
How do you let it sit so quiet, hands folded,
until it simply cannot anymore and
suddenly moves in violence?
Who can bear the responsibility?

Maybe no one can, and so everyone tries
to be impossible.

Premonition

K at r i n a  A g b aya n i
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Even in such weather. In the evenings, we march into
the hard, cold wall of our ended adolescence,
swinging Spanish wine from the neck with our full faculties,
tasting with hands and hard memories.
We can eat what scares us and become it,
if only to become something new.

We outgrow the grooves,
we dig—
the streets with the dinged stop sign and the
neighbourhood garage filled with
cars we couldn’t wait to drive and crash.
We made our own conflicts before
we realized we could
become them too. It all happens before, we know.

It comes on like a fever.

We know what it feels like
before we know its real name.
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monday: I threw my oldest damn copy
of calvin and hobbes in the trash; it is torn on the side
it is wet in the middle it is crowned by brown
stains over page fifty-two

tuesday: I scratched at the scab on my knee;
my cat bit me on the weekend. and today
(they tell me) she meowed so loud my brother
jumped (they tell me)

wednesday: day three and no cornflakes; I don’t
like almond milk with coconut flavors, the
dishwasher blows and I forget to watch
my step in the basement laundry room

thursday: we upgraded to spotify family
so I can always listen to paul simon 
without franz schubert interrupting nor
whatever my mom is jamming to

I moved out

I s a u r e  V o r s t m a n
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friday: day five and no cornflakes; my
roommate bought a blender and I am
late for class, the tulips I planted are
budding so well

saturday: when the trains are late I take the
bus; while dad gives me a driving
lesson I learn of the guest fast asleep in
my room: a colleague from the netherlands

sunday: my sister makes a chocolate cake
and I help by admiring the kitchen’s new
teapot; back in the garden the tulips
I planted are budding so well
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EE2

L e y l a  z a h r av i
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There’s something about not knowing which fork to use
That endears me to myself, that
Swing-set moment of childhood euphoria,
Frozen in mid-air, a little girl preserved in amber
Rather than a women at a dinner party,
With the music too loud and the lights too dim,
Using a dessert spoon to eat soup.

I look into young eyes,
Sisters staring back at me
And realize, they don’t see me as one of them.

The blacks of my irises are turning silver,
Blinking back the years in ink and envelopes and ticket 
stubs,
Ellipses to periods, and back to ellipses again.

20

S a n a  M o h ta d i
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